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BATTLE OF BRITAIN SUNDAY

SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS' SPEECH

Sir Stafford Cripps, speaking at Newcastle at 3 P.m. this

afternoon said; -

Today is being celebrated as the anniversary of the Battle of Britain and in

memory 'of .'all those who took part in that great historic event, whether -as pilots

and airmen, as anti-aircraft gunners, civil defence personnel or workers in the

aircraft factories.

Host of you who ai|c here, probably witnessed that Battle, or parts of it in your

own city and sa-w its day to day development, hath all the thrill and excitement of

combat in which you felt yourselves participants. You lived through it, suffered in

it and yet probably at the time fen of you realised its full significance.

I had a different and safer vice/ but was perhaps- more vividly aware of the great

issues that were at stake and at times to me the margin between survival and destruc-

tion seemed almost to disappear in its narrowness.

I arrived in Moscow a few days before Dunkirk, In fact I arrived in company

with the -nc*w French embassador at that time still representing a country at w«.r with

Germany, In the days that followodi felt terribly cut off from what ms happening

at home, trying to spell out the story from the news bulletins of the B.B.C. or the

Foreign Office telegrams. At times the radio reception was so bad that it was

impossible to pick up the British news bulletin and. one sometimes -wondered whether

that was because of the, bad reception or because transmission had ceased. At that

distance the whole future of the world seemed to hang In the balance, Norway and

Denmark, Belgium and Holland had all boon overrun within the space of a few weeks,

France, by many• regardcl as one 0"* the great military powers of the world, had

collapsed before the German onslaught and Mussolini, with ghoul-like avidity, had

sought to prey on conquered France and to take advantage of our consequent weakness

in the Mediterranean and North Africa, . Germany was preparing, to make an assault

.island, flushed with victory, with highly equipped and experienced troops

w

and we were appallingly ill-equipped 'with everything except our native courage.

In those days of the summer of 1940 which -preceded the Battle of Britain, most

people in the world regarded our cause as hoplessly lost. It required great faith

and great leadership to bring us through those tragic days. The leadership we found

in our present Prime Minister and our faith -was strengthened by the heroism and

brilliant improvisation of the -withdrawal from by the rallying of all our

people to the Home Guard and the Civil Defence Service and, too, by the great drive

for production in our war factories, particularly in those producing aircraft, and by
our refusal to see defeat when it stared us in the face.

That faith in ourselves has been fully justified by the events. No Quisling

arose, in Great -Britain to destroy'the unity of our people* There was no hysteria and

no defeatism.

In September of 1940 the greatest serial battles the world had ever seen took

place in the sky over Britain and in those battles a decisive victory ms won, a

victory which made invasion impossible but which -was not yet decisive enough to save

our cities from the ordeal of the blitz which followed during the long winter months.

The story of that battle and of the my British citizens stood up to that winter

blitz fired the imagination of the entire world and well they might for during the

months when we were standing alone against the massed strength of the Axis power,

civilisation was saved.

/Though we
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Though we have lived through many long months of trials since that time we liavev-'

never looked back and now, in the brighter circumstances of another autumn 3 years

later, let us remember, with thankfulness and with pride, the young men of this city

and of many ether towns and cities throughout the British Commonwealth of Nations

who offered their lives for cur salvation. Their achievements are well describe-

by a young poet writing of other airmen who fell in the fight against Fascism;

’’They left the vivid air signed with their honour". But for their efforts we can

say with certainty today that the world would we a very different place. These

islands would probably'have been long overrun by the Nasi hordes, the middle East

would have fallen too, and the forces of the Soviet Union, faced as they would then

have been faced, with the undivided might of the victorious Axis, might wall have

been forced back beyond the Urals. For a time perhaps America might have remained

a continent of liberty but under the combined attack of a German dominated Europe

and a Japanese dominated Asia that liberty could hardly have survived.

So it was' that the men and women of the British Commonwealth, who fought and

won the Battle of Britain, saved not only the Commonwealth but all the free countries

of the world.

Since then how greatly the picture has changed, Africa has been cleared of all

enemies. The Italian Government has broken and surrendered. The Germans are

being rapidly driven from Russia and the Anglo-American offensive in the air is

steadily destroying the industrial and transport resources of Germany,

Victory now seems certain. It is only the time and the cost in human life that

is still in doubt. How long that time will be and how great the casualties must

new depend largely upon the efforts of those on the industrial front in Great Britain

and America, Sustained and increasing effort may bring us an earlier victory, with

all that that means in the saving of human life. Slackening off will prolong the

struggle with ever-increasing suffering throughout the world.

I should like particularly to emphasise the part played by the aircraft industry

not only in that first great encounter in the air in the Battle of Britain but all

through the war down to the present time.

The Battle of Britain was won, not by great quantity but by high quality. It

was the German theory that they could overwhelm us by the quantity of their attaching

aircraft but they learned, to their cost, that British designers and workers were able

to build machines which, despite their small numbers, were more than a match for the

German Air Force, Vie owe a great debt to that comparatively small band of air-

minded enthusiasts who had been working, even before the war, on the development of
our pianos,and as a result of whose efforts the Hurricanes and the Spitfires were

able to shoot the Germans out of the sky in that September three years ago.

The workers of the aircraft industry contributed their great part too, lor

was their skill and enthusiasm which enabled those designs to be built sc well ana

so sturdily that they stood utj to the almost impossible task that they were asked to

perform.

Another set of workers and technicians also played a great part in this victory

those who- had worked upon and developed our radio instruments which enabled us to

detect the enemy planes and so make the most effective use of cur limited resources.

But since that tine an enormous expansion has taken place in our aircraft

production and in the production of all those multifarious devices which assist the

fighter and bomber in their tasks.

Let me give you some figures which will indicate hew great an advance -ve nave

made. If the figure for the first six months of 1940 for the structure weight of

aircraft produced is taken at 100, then the corresponding figures for '41, '42 ana

'43 (in each case the first six months) are 161, 244 and 364, and in engines, taking

the horse power produced in the first six months again as 100, then the figures for

the throe following periods are 179, 373 and 486,

This shows how great is our production now, compared with these six months in

1940 when we were making p lanes- which fought the Battle of Britain but this is not

in itself enough.
/vie still
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V,r e still need more and. none aircraft to make good our heavy losses in

the offensive fighting of today and to prepare for that even greater offensive

which mist cone before the end is reached. Nothing oust stand in our way

in obtaining this production. Ue have the pilots and the crew’s both in the

Royal Air force and in the Naval Air Arm end we must see to it that they
are provided not only with ample weapons, but with weapons of the highest

quality.

There seems to be a tendency in some parts of the country for the workers

to imagine that because things arc going better in the war, that there is not

now so much need for concentration of the war effort. This is a wholly false

outlook. It is indeed when things are going better, when the chance of victory

appears more certain, that the greatest weight of material can have its most

powerful effect. Blows struck heavily at the right moment may
be decisive in

ending the war and now is the right moment. To falter at this stage is to

impose a fresh sacrifice of life upon the soldiers, sailors and airmen of

the United Nations, a sacrifice which wc can, by our own efforts save.

dud what is it that we hope to attain by this speedy victory? We have
not been -fightln this war merely to protect ourselves from sonc immediate-

menace. That certainly was part of our object but in all our minds there has

been the hope that by the tragedy end suffering endured by the people of the

world we might purchase a better future for those people and greater security
from future wars.

In a very remarkable speech which was made by the generalissimo Chiang

Kai-shek the other day in Chung-King, he stated, speaking of the Chinese

Republic; "Failure in-national reconstruction will reduce to naught our-victory

in this war."

For
us, too, the victory will be barren unless we can, by our efforts when

that victory is won, ensure a more stable future- for the world and freedom

from aggression for the peoples of great end small nations alike.

As soon as the war is over, the great powers must take upon themselves

the immediate responsibility for maintaining peace throughout the world, end

that can only be done if the four great powers, the British Commonwealth, the

Soviet Union, the United States of America and China are prepared to act

together in a common purpose, not as dictators of the world but rather as

international policemen, to preserve order and peace, during the tine that

the United Nations arc working out seme method better than any previous devices

by which such international security can be perpetuated. I regard the good

relationships between these four powers as absolutely cardinal to the future

of the world. It is not a question of whether we are friendly with one or

other of the three powers. We must be friendly with then all, and they Must

each be friendly with one another. It would be disastrous if we were to regard

friendship with the United States as an alternative to friendship with the

Soviet Union, Both are equally essential to the future peace
of the world.

Given such a friendly understanding between the four powers, nothing is

impossible pin the future. There would, of course, be differences of view and

of outlook but with a sincere intention those differences can be overcome by

reasonable compromise. No one imagines that the path of such a. four-power

alliance would be and even from danger - the danger of

a breakdown.

But if we can appreciate not only the extreme importance of naintinaing

such an alliance buif at so the disastrous alternative of separate and antagonistic,

power groups, then ;/e shall be able to accommodate ourselves to its necessities.

But such an alliances must hove behind it some broad purpose or philosophy. It

must be aiming at some kind of world which represents the objective of the

mass of ordinary people not only in the countries of the four powers but

-throughout the world. That objective most of us have described during the war

by the rather vague,' term "democracy", or the power of the people to determine

their own future. The ways in which such a determination can be achieved may

differ widely according to the historical or geographical background of the

country concerned, bait fundamentally it implies a degree of political, economic

.and social freedom which is the direct opposite of the Nazi and Fascist theory.

Today/
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Today in the four countries the febms of Government differ very widely hut they

ore all striving towards the some end - power for the common people. Sc little is

known here as regards recent developments, in China that it might not he out of place

if I were to quote in this respect another passage from the speech cf Chiang Kai-shek

showing the developments that arc envisaged in the Chinese Republic:-

As to the task cf national reconstruction, the foundation whereof is the insti-

tution of Constitutional Government, it nay he recalled that the institution of

Constitutional Government and the consummation of national reconstruction form the

highest goal of the National Revoluticn led by our Party and have been the consis-

tent policy of our Party during the past 50 years. This Plenary Session should

therefore discuss and resolve on the problems cf the convocation of the National

People’s Assembly, and the formulation and promulgation cf a Constitution in accor-

dance with China's requirements. Secondly, often the enforcement of Constitutional

Government, our party should hand over the government to the people."

"My personal opinion is that after the institution of Constitutional Government,

our Party should he on an equal footing with other Parties end should - enjoy equal

privileges and rights, fulfil equal obligation and receive quad treatment from the

State under the principles cf freedom cf assembly, organisation, speech and ■publica-
tion in accordance vrith the law."

we thus see that, although at the moment the form of Government in China, may

not be what wo call democratic, yet it is towards democracy that the Chinese people

and their loaders are aiming. But if wo are to make this democracy effective, it

will mean that we must tackle a whole host cf questions relating to international,
economic and social ’problems as well as our .domestic problems with just that some

resolution and determination and with, the same disregard for vested interests with

which we have tackled the problem of war organisation.

Many international problems have "been easily solved as ’between Allies in this

war which could never have Icon solved in the pre-war era, solutions which run con-

trary to all orthodox ideas of finance and trade but which have been easily arrived

at under the imminent stresses of the war situation, for during times of war indi-

vidual selfishness, whether of nations, or of individuals, becomes submerged in the

vastness of the dangers to civilisation. There will be equally great dangers after

the war, not in terms of bloodshed and destruction, but in terms of starvation, un-

employment, disease and all those evil incidents Which make life so unhappy for so

many people*

Shall we be able to submerge cur individual interests and privileges in order

to -overcome these dangers in the post-war period as we have so willingly submerged

thorn during the war?

Once again the war has shown us how great is the potential production capacity
of the world despite the fact that tens of millions rf the world’s population has

boon drafted to the task cf fighting. The world's production today is vastly
greater than in time’s of peace.

Given the same readiness tc co-operate, the some pioneer spirit and the same

determination when peace comes, this great production capacity can be utilised to

raise the standard of living, cf education and of health of all people throughout
the world, but without that readiness to sacrifice for the common good, we shall fall

back to conditions far worse than after the last war, and in the result civilisation

will find itself ultimately defeated by those evils instead of emerging from the

sufferings of war victorious in the peace.

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
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